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HOLLAND DINING TABLE

MATERIALS

DESIGNER

Holland is a reimagining of the classic trestle
or cavaletto table.

Top made of solid ash
profiles, timber veneer on
a timber particle board.
Stretcher rail made of steel
wrapped in timber veneer.
Base frame in solid ash.

Metrica, 2015

Available in natural,
carbon stained or walnut
stained ash.

FSC certified timbers
CARB / TSCA IV certified

A table of elegant proportions and beautiful
detailing, it features a sculpted top with
chamfered edges and gently rounded corners.
The tabletop appears to float above the
beautifully shaped and tapered timber base,
which also includes a steel stretcher rail for
structural rigidity, gently wrapped in timber
veneer.

CERTIFICATION

DIMENSIONS

765

1730

2800

765
1000

1050

2330

HDT22

750

750

HDT28

2200

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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HOLLAND COLLECTION

MATERIALS

The versatile Holland Desk is
perfect for a home study or
studio office.

Wood veneered top with
matching lacquered edge
available in natural, carbon
stained or walnut stained ash.
650

Metal frame is available in
RAL9017 satin black, RAL3007
satin red, metallic pewter or
brass, black chrome or gold
chrome finish.

600

Screens made of polyethylene
foam covered in Munich fabric.
HD (DESK)

DESIGNER
Metrica 2017

HDD (OPTIONAL DRAWER)

250

Holland Desk is also available
with two distinctly shaped
modesty screens which can
be positioned freely, perfect
when used in the workplace to
improve acoustics and privacy.

900

740

Choose from a series of
finishes on the under mounted
swivel drawers, contrasting
feet or on the cable
management port to create a
personalised piece.

OPTIONAL SCREENS
HDS1
HDS2

CERTIFICATION
FSC certified timbers
CARB / TSCA IV certified

700

The wooden top is available
in three colours which can be
paired with any of the finishes
on the frame, making the
combinations endless.

DIMENSIONS

900

HOLLAND DESK

1600
Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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HOLLAND CONSOLE

MATERIALS

The Holland Console elegantly
reinterprets the language of
the Holland Dining Table.

Top available in Bianco Carrara, Nero
Marquina, Verde Guatemala and Rosso
Levanto, in both polished or honed finish.

Combining crisp sculpted
details with gently rounded
forms, makes it the perfect
choice for a sofa table,
entrance hall or small writing
desk.

Metal frame available in RAL9017 satin black,
RAL3007 satin red, metallic pewter or brass,
black chrome or gold chrome finish.

The Holland Console is available
with optional contrasting feet.

DIMENSIONS

540

HC

DESIGNER

1600

250

730

Metrica, 2017

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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HOLLAND BENCH

MATERIALS

DESIGNER

The Holland bench’s beauty lies in its
simplicity and structural rigor. Use it as
a relaxed alternative to dining chairs, a
functional bench in a hallway, at the foot of
a bed, or as a flexible option in a commercial
setting. The Holland bench is available in two
lengths with or without the curved backrest
and a slim seat pad.

Wood veneered top with matching
lacquered edge available in natural,
carbon stained or walnut stained ash.
Frame is available in RAL9017 satin
black, RAL3007 satin red, metallic
pewter or brass, black chrome or gold
chrome finish.
Seat cushion available in SP01
standard fabric and leather.

Metrica, 2017

CERTIFICATION
FSC certified timbers
CARB / TSCA IV certified

HSBR

400

400

DIMENSIONS

1700

HLBR

HLB

450

450

450

2300
450

1700

450

648

450

HSB

400

400

648

2300

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com
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WOODS

MARBLES

METALS

Natural
ash

Bianco
Carrara

Nero
Marquina

RAL9017
satin black

RAL3007
satin red

Carbon
stained ash

Verde
Guatemala

Rosso
Levanto

Metallic
pewter

Metallic
brass

Black chrome

Gold chrome

Walnut
stained ash

Black or gold chrome

Metallic pewter or brass

RAL3007 satin red

RAL9017 satin black

HSB/HSBR/HLB/HLBR
Black or gold chrome

Metallic pewter or brass

RAL3007 satin red

RAL9017 satin black

HC
Black or gold chrome

Metallic pewter or brass

RAL3007 satin red

HD

RAL9017 satin black

Walnut stained ash

TOP

Carbon stained ash

HDT22 / HDT28

Natural ash

BASE

AVAILABLE FINISHES & COMBINATIONS

Natural ash
Carbon stained
Walnut stained
Bianco Carrara
Nero Marquina
Verde Guatemala
Rosso Levanto

Additional information including 2D and 3D files, care and maintenance instructions, test certificates and assembly instructions are available at
www.sp01design.com

